
Tainan Prison, Correctional Services Department of the 
Ministry of Justice The Southern District "Clover Grass 
Camp" was held on November 2, 2019.Invite family members 
to go out and walk outside, get close to nature, feel 

the warmth of society 
        With the theme of “getting close to nature, looking for children's 

interest and embracing love”, this camp is designed to explore the interactive 

experience of nature, parenting, rural antiquities and parenting. The happy dog 

puppet, the South Taiwan University of Science and  Technology EMBA student 

welcome performance kicked off, the family members who participated in the 

enthusiasm and vitality infection, and then invited the Bianwa Art Cake 

Sightseeing Factory to lead the production of Halloween and happy dog style cake 

hand- made courses, when children Change into a baking suit, a happy smile and 

a look of expectation. 

The Director of the Correctional Services Department, Mr Wong Chun-yiu, 

personally visited the venue and interacted with his family. He said in his 

speech that since the appointment of Minister Cai of the Ministry of Justice, 

he has been listed as a key administrative direction for the family support and      

assistance of the host family. "Timely Rain - Aid for the High-care Family 

Program for Refugees", including material care for low-income families, and 

transportation expenses for squatting activities, among which Clover Grass Camp 

is an important innovation for correcting education, this is the third time this 

year. I hope to work closely with my family and work together to rebuild the 

family function of the host.  

In addition, through the attention of social resources, scholarships will be 

set up to encourage children to actively learn. In the difficult circumstances, 

the correctional organs will give family care and assistance at any time. The 

hoster feels the support of all walks of life to achieve the effect of 

enlightenment, and prepares for his return to the society and return to a happy 

family. 

Afterwards, the "Happiness in the Clouds" campaign was carried out to convey 

the blessings and thoughts from the high walls through the blessing wooden cards 

and cloud video films produced by the occupants, and the intimate ideas were 

made to make the family feel warm and moving. In order to enable family  members 

to enhance and strengthen parent-child relationship through the outdoor land 

game experience, a fun group game will be held in the Trojan Prairie. After lunch, 



 

watch the Ukrainian stunt show, the Kazakh   horse show and implement a guided 

tour of the group park, and then share it with family education to give support 

and encouragement to family members.    

  

Speech by the Director of the 

Correctional Services Department 

Director Huang and the making of 

fondant cakes and mascots 

Happy dog posing 

 
 

Director Huang sympathizes with family 

members 

Li Zongli, deputy head of the education 

counseling group and Guo Hongwen, the 

governor and his family, cut the cake 

  

The family belongs to the outdoor 

prairie for the fun group game 

All guests and their families took a 

group photo 


